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Two-dimensional Raman spectroscopy of the intermolecular modes
of liquid CS 2

A. Tokmakoff and G. R. Fleming
Department of Chemistry and the James Franck Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637

~Received 26 September 1996; accepted 8 November 1996!

The two-dimensional response of the intermolecular modes of CS2 has been measured using
nonresonant fifth order Raman spectroscopy. Whereas third order Raman spectroscopies only
observe the spatially averaged spectrum of solvent motions, the fifth order experiment allows the
microscopic composition of this spectral density to be probed. Within the limitations of the theory,
the results confirm a picture of the liquid CS2 in which dynamics are dictated by a distribution of
fixed structures at short times~,300 fs!, and by spatially uniform structural relaxation at long times
~.700 fs!. The data suggest that the microscopic dynamics show highly damped oscillatory
behavior at intermediate times. The full sensitivity to the details of the molecular dynamics is
obtained by virtue of the full two-dimensional response. The ability to make such observations has
important general implications for understanding the broad range of time scales in the study of
dynamics in complex condensed phases. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The separation of time scales in liquid dynamics in
faster ~30–300 fs! localized molecular motions–often de
scribed as inertial or librational—and slower diffusive orie
tational relaxation processes has been observed with a
ety of time resolved experiments.1,2 These bimodal dynamic
lead to a spectrum of solvent motions in the range 1–
cm21 that has similar features in virtually all amorphous co
densed phases, independent of the probing technique. S
tural relaxation can occur on many time scales, but do
nates frequencies below;10 cm21 ~1.9 ps21!. Localized
inertial or oscillatory motions of single molecules prior
structural relaxation dominate the higher frequencies. M
often these spectral features are inseparable because the
scales of the various processes overlap significantly. Thu
broad distribution of time scales exists, from inertial m
tions, through the onset of many body effects and solv
cage dynamics, to bulk structural evolution. This distributi
leads to a broad, poorly resolved spectrum that makes d
mination of the underlying microscopic dynamics difficult

Many techniques are used to study the motions of c
densed phases in the frequency range corresponding to
orientational, translational, and collective motions. The te
niques that have the frequency resolution or pulse dura
~bandwidth! to detect the fastest nuclear motions include
infrared absorption, light scattering, neutron scattering,3 and
experiments that probe the dynamics of a probe molecul
the solvent of interest, such as impulsive pump–probe, p
ton echoes, and fluorescence upconversion.2 Each of these
experiments can be used to extract a spectrum of sol
dynamics weighted by the strength of coupling of the m
tions to the probing field.

These experiments all probe the ensemble-averaged
namics of the solvent or bath; they have no ability to disc
any spatial heterogeneity in the observed dynamics on
molecular level. The description of the solvent or bath sp
J. Chem. Phys. 106 (7), 15 February 1997 0021-9606/97/106(7)/2
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tral density in these experiments is linear in the time or f
quency variable, or one-dimensional~1D!. More specifically,
their observables are related to a one-time~or two-point!
correlation function. Since the fastest dynamics of conden
phases exist within microscopically unique structures a
slower structural relaxation can often be treated within a c
tinuum model, the ultrafast dynamics are expected to sh
an evolution from a heterogeneous to a homogeneous
semble. While in simple liquids this is expected to occ
within a picosecond, structurally complex systems such
glasses, polymers, proteins, and other macromolecules
evolve over many decades in time. The ability to dissect
spectral density of motions into distinct components is a
tentially powerful tool in unraveling the poorly understoo
dynamics of these systems. In this paper we use t
dimensional~2D! fifth order coherent Raman spectroscop
an optical analog of 2D nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!,
to probe these issues in the ultrafast dynamics of liquid C2.
We show that this picture of a spatially evolving ensemble
consistent with experimental results, within the ability to d
scribe the experiment.

The intermolecular motions of condensed phase syst
are expected to contain spatial variations that are both e
getic and dynamic in composition. Temporally evolving r
gions of the sample will have different responses due to
energetic perturbations induced by the local environme
and the variations in the coupling of the observable to th
motions. Furthermore, these variations are not static, bu
variables are inherently time-dependent. As a first appro
to a realistic description, the observed spectral density in
experiments is taken as a sum of local solvent spectral
sponsesC9~v,G! over a distribution functionS~G! that rep-
resents possible variations in the dynamic response
coupling4,5

x1D~v!5E dGS~G!C9~v,G!. ~1!
2569569/14/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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It should be emphasized here that this integral represen
spatial average. Equation~1! states that one cannot extra
information on eitherC9~v,G! or the spectral distribution
function from x1D. One-dimensional experiments can on
determine an ensemble-averaged spectrum of the solv
and cannot be sensitive to its microscopic makeup.

Undoing the ensemble average of the linear spect
has historically been accomplished with motional echo
rephasing experiments, which measure multitime correla
functions. Fifth order Raman spectroscopy was proposed5 as
an optical echo spectroscopy that would allow the comp
tion of the intermolecular Raman spectrum to be quantifi
through a two-time~or three-point! correlation function. As
with all echo spectroscopies there are independent depha
~evolution! and rephasing~detection! periods, each separate
by a Raman interaction sequence. Five nonresonant fe
second pulses are incident on the sample as shown in
1~a!. A pair of short pulses, each with bandwidth exceed
the frequency of the intermolecular modes studied, exc
these modes through stimulated Raman scattering. This
herence begins to dephase due to intermolecular relaxa
processes in the liquid. A second Raman pulse pair, incid
after a timet2, induces a partial rephasing process—a ti
reversal—which allows dynamics still retaining memory
their initial phase to be rephased in a similar manner to o
echo spectroscopies. The evolution of competitive depha
and rephasing processes after the second pulse is moni
by Raman probing of the coherence after a timet4. The
observable as a function of these two time intervals can
used to determine the composition of the ensemble thro
C9~v,G! and S~G!. Similarly to pulsed 2D NMR, the fifth
order Raman experiment is a 2D experiment with a co
sponding 2D spectrum related by a 2D Fourier transform

Fifth order Raman spectroscopy has been the subjec
much recent research. Following the initial proposal of
experiment,5 a number of theoretical efforts have pursued
description of its signal characteristics.6–9 Simultaneously, a
number of fifth order experiments on CS2 were performed
which concluded that the intermolecular dynamics in t
system were essentially homogeneous,10–13although a num-
ber of inconsistencies remain as to the description of
signal. Fifth order experiments have also recently been
formed on CS2 in solution14 and have been extended to th
characterization of vibrational dynamics of high frequen
vibrations.15 In all cases, these experiments have been p
formed by taking a few one dimensional slices of the fi
order signal along one time dimension. In this work we a
to demonstrate that the power of resolving the details of
liquid dynamics lies in understanding the full two dime
sional observable.

Much of the research on this topic has discussed
intermolecular Raman line shape in terms of the histor
homogeneous and inhomogeneous terminology. A desc
tion of liquid dynamics in these terms is already much d
puted, and we hope to avoid these misleading terms h
They cannot represent the dynamics of the liquid in this
periment, which we emphasize by stressing the spatial a
age in the description of the signal. These terms are o
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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used if related to calculation of a limiting behavior that is n
meant to represent the liquid.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Sec. II the fifth order signal characteristics are described,
the experimental implementation is given in Sec. III. The 2
signal for three tensor elements of the fifth order respons
CS2 is given in Sec. IV A. In Sec. IV B a number of simu
lations are presented which demonstrate the sensitivity of
experiment, in addition to addressing the composition of
microscopic liquid dynamics. A discussion follows i
Sec. V.

FIG. 1. The fifth order Raman experiment.~A! A Raman excitation se-
quence requires a two field interaction which must occur with two tem
rally overlapped optical pulses. The excitation pulse pairE1 and E2 are
separated from the rephasing pulsesE3 andE4 by the coherence evolution
periodt25t22t0 . The evolution of the coherence during the rephasing
riod t45t42t2 is probed by Raman scattering of a probe pulseE5 off the
coherence, generating a polarizationP. The subscriptsa-h represent the
polarization components of the individual fields.~B! The ladder and Feyn-
man diagrams for the signal contributions to the fifth order experiment.~a!
One of the two 2D rephasing pathways. This is one of at least 24 diagr
that must be considered in the description of the fifth order signal.~b! The
1D signal due to Raman excitation and second hyperpolarizability prob
This signal occurs whent450. ~c! The 1D signal due to second hyperpola
izability excitation and Raman probing. This signal occurs whent250. ~d!
The instantaneous fourth hyperpolarizability process.
o. 7, 15 February 1997
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II. THE FIFTH ORDER RAMAN SIGNAL

An echo-type experiment inherently requires a minimu
of two independent time periods: the variables in the thr
point correlation functions that describe the experiment. O
tically, this requires a nonlinear spectroscopy with two tim
periods between resonant excitation. For a resonant spec
copy, the lowest order nonlinearity that satisfies this requ
ment isx~2!, for which two dipole resonant input fields~m•E!
at variable times generate a polarization which is descri
by the dipole correlation functions of the form
^m* (t2)m(t1)m* (t0)&. For the Raman excitation required
study the intermolecular modes associated with the Rale
wing, resonance arises from the instantaneous two field
man excitation process,Ei•ā•Ej , where ā is the Raman
polarizability tensor. The simplest two-time-variable expe
ment is thusx~5!, which measures correlation functions of th
form ^a* (t4)a(t2)a* (t0)&.

The description of the fifth order Raman experiment h
many analogies to the second order resonant experim
Dick and Hochstrasser16 were the first to realize the line
narrowing properties of fully resonant second order exp
ments. Shen and co-workers showed that rephasing cou
accomplished with difference frequency mixing, and th
sum-frequency and second harmonic processes c
not.17,18 This can be easily recognized by remembering t
the frequency arguments of the two fields in a rephas
process have opposite sign. These works emphasized the
that two time variable experiments could only be describ
by a three level system, where the frequencies of the exc
tion fields could not be degenerate. Only with a three le
system can a three point interaction return the evolving s
tem to a population state, as required to observe a sig
After all field interactions, a two level system leaves t
density matrixr in a population, for which the signal Tr(m̄r)
50. The same discussion applies directly to the fifth or
experiment. Only a three level system describes the 2D
nal, for which the primary rephasing diagram is process~a!
shown in Fig. 1~B!. Notice that if each Raman pulse pair
treated as one resonant interaction, this process is essen
equivalent to difference frequency mixing. The wave vec
matching condition for this diagram isks5k51(k42k3)
2(k22k1). Although the fifth order experiment is a dege
erate fifth order spectroscopy, the variation in the energy
the excitation processes derives from the broad bandwidt
the impulsive excitation pulses.

A three level vibrational system also requires the pos
bility of overtone transitions. For Raman transitions, the
can be allowed by expanding the vibrational mode pola
ability to second order in its coordinate5,8

a~q!5a1q1a2q
2, ~2!

where the coordinateq5 A\/2mv(a† 1 a). ARaman excita-
tion with a polarizability of this form allows for the61
quantum transitions, denoteda1, and for either62 ~a†a†

and aa! or 0 ~2a†a11! quantum transitions, denoteda2.
Consideration of the possible permutations of these inte
tions leads to the many contributions to the fifth order pol
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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ization. These can be divided intoa1
2a2 anda2

3 processes, of
which thea2

3 contribution is expected to be negligible und
the assumption thata1@a2.

The description of the fifth order Raman signal used h
follows the original theory by Tanimura and Mukame5

which uses a spectral density representation of the liq
dynamics. The theory does not explicitly consider the th
level nature of the generated signal, but rather derive
level-independent damping result. Recently Steffenet al.
have calculated expressions for the fifth order signal from
harmonic oscillator with phenomenological level-depend
damping.8 We start by defining the time domain represen
tion of the 1D third order Raman spectrum given in Eq.~1!
as a response function5

R1D
~3!~t !5a1

2E dGS~G!C9~t,G!, ~3!

where the integral represents a spatial sum over local mi
scopic responses.C9(t), the imaginary part of the comple
solvent time-correlation functionC, is related to its spectra
representation through a sine transform

C9~ t,G!52E
0

`

dvC9~v,G!sin~vt !. ~4!

In either domain,C9 is an antisymmetric function that rep
resents the impulse response of the system.19 The third order
signal in Eq.~3! is written only for the dominant one quan
tum transitions,a1. For impulsive excitation, the heterodyn
detected RIKES signal intensity is proportional toR1D

~3! and
the homodyne signal intensityI 1D

~3!5uR1D
~3!u2.

Following these definitions the time domain represen
tion of the dominanta1

2a2 contributions to the 2D Raman
signal can be expressed as a nonsymmetric decay in the
time variables5

R2D
~5!~t2 ,t4!5a1

2a2E dGS~G!C9~t4 ,G!@C9~t2 ,G!

1C9~t21t4 ,G!#. ~5!

We can gain insight into the rephasing dynamics of the fi
order experiment by writing the signal for a single undamp
mode. In this limitC9(t)}sinvt and Eq.~5! becomes

R2D
~5!~t2 ,t4!5a1

2a2@cosv~t22t4!2cosv~t21t4!

1cosvt22cosv~t212t4!#. ~6!

The first term in this expression is the rephasing contribut
which allows for the formation of an echo signal. For th
superposition of multiple modes, interference between th
is destructive except along thet25t4 axis.

This theory treats the response of the liquid isotropica
when in fact it is well known that there are isotropic an
anisotropic contributions to the Raman polarizability tens
a andb. A tensorial representation of the fifth order orie
o. 7, 15 February 1997
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tational response in terms ofa and b has recently been
given, which describes the temporal response in terms of
polarization of the excitation fields and signal analyzer.20 If
these polarizations, labeled in Fig. 1~A! asa2h, are either
parallel or orthogonal to each other, then the tensor ten
component observed isRhldgba .

For 1D experiments, the isotropic and anisotropic co
tributions are commonly probed with the polarized and
polarized responses

RZZZZ
OR ~t!5a21

4

45
b2c2~t!, ~7!

RZYZY
OR ~t!5

1

15
b2c2~t!, ~8!

which are described through a 1D two-point orientatio
correlation functionc2(t)5^P2[ û~t!–û~0!#&. Here û is the
unit vector along the primary axis of the polarizability ellip
soid. For the 2D fifth order experiment, numerous ten
elements exist that are sensitive to isotropic and anisotr
dynamics to varying degrees and do not necessarily resp
in a like manner in each of the time variables. In select
appropriate tensor components, it is important that the or
tational response decays symmetrically in the two time v
ables. This ensures that the third order response form
appropriate basis for modeling the fifth order response,
that the asymmetries in the response can be assigned t
isotropic expression Eq.~5!. On these requirements, the im
portant fifth order tensor components are20

RZZZZZZ
OR ~t2 ,t4!5a31

4

45
ab2@c2~t2!c2~t4!1c2~t2!

1c2~t4!#1
16

945
b3c2~t2!c2~t4!, ~9!

RZYZZYZ
OR ~t2 ,t4!5

1

15
b2c2~t2!c2~t4!S a1

2

21
b D . ~10!

RZYZZYZ uniquely probes the anisotropic dynamics sy
metrically in the two time variables, whereasRZZZZZZ is
comparable with the polarized 1D response.

In addition to the 2D response, there are several e
tronic hyperpolarizability contributions to the fifth orde
signal.8 Here and in the following discussion we refer
these processes in terms of the labels in Fig. 1~B!. The 2D
rephasing processes~a!, which evolve with opposite phas
during the two time periods, are only two of at least 24 th
must be considered in the description of the full 2D sign
The hyperpolarizability contributions are 1D and 0D signa
that arise from simultaneous multiwave interactions. Proc
~b! represents a Raman polarizabilityaba nuclear excitation
followed after delayt2 by a second hyperpolarizabilityghldg

probing of the coherence. With process~c! the roles are re-
versed, with agdgba excitation followed after delayt4 by a
ahl probing process. These are both 1D signals that will o
contribute when one of the time variables is zero. Process~d!
arises from the fourth hyperpolarizabilityzhldgba , and is
only present at the overlap of all five pulses.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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As with the 2D contributions, polarization selectivity ex
ists for the hyperpolarizability contributions. In order for R
man and hyper-Raman interactions to have a nonzero co
bution to the fifth order susceptibility, the symmetry of th
interaction tensor element~aba or gdgba! must remain un-
changed under any symmetry operation of the medium.21 For
isotropic media, this requires that hyperpolarizability intera
tions must vanish if they have an odd number of spa
indicies ($X,Y,Z%), which can be extended to orthogon
laboratory polarizations also.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Phase matching geometry

The primary difficulty in detecting the weak fifth orde
Raman signal is separating it from scattered light, third or
signals, and other nonrephasing fifth order signals. Since
experiment is a degenerate fifth order spectroscopy,
separation requires a wave vector matching geometry
which the signal is generated in a unique direction, wh
minimal ambiguity exists to the time-ordering of the field
used to generate the signal. This requires the use of
pulses; fewer pulses with multiple interactions per pulse le
to additional signals. The ‘‘baseball’’ geometry shown
Fig. 2~a! was used in this work, and eliminates many of t
ambiguities associated with other geometries.11,13 The
rephasing signal is generated in the wave vector match
direction satisfyingks5k51(k42k3)2(k22k1). To dis-
criminate against pulse-exchange symmetries, the wave
tors of the pulse pairs are tilted with respect to each othe
an angle chosen to yield maximum separation of the sig
from k5 and the third order signals 2k52k2 and 2k52k3 .

An optimal wave vector matching geometry would b
phase matched for all frequencies, as in the folded box
ometry for degenerate third order experiments.22 However,
the design of such a geometry for the fifth order experim
is not possible, and in most respects is not necessary.
optical input frequencies are 100 times greater than the
quencies of most modes excited in these experiments, so
virtually any geometry that is used with near-collinear ex
tation will be adequately wave vector matched.

There is also some concern that sequential or casca
fifth order nonlinearities will also be observed in theks
direction.23 For example, the field generated by the third o
der interactionkseq

~3! 5(k22k1)1k3 could interact with the re-
maining fields in a spatially distinct region of the samp
yielding a fifth order signalkseq

~5! 5@k42kseq
~3! #1k5 in the same

direction. To bias against this nonlocal field effect, the g
ometry in Fig. 1~b! was chosen such that the third ord
signals (k22k1)1k3 and (k32k4)1k2 are more poorly
phase matched. In practice, the third order signals in th
directions are observed to be roughly the same intensity
the fifth order signal, suggesting that the sequential contri
tions are negligible. In addition, a sequential process wo
result in a signal that decays symmetrically as a function
both time variables. The asymmetry in the signals obser
below is an indication that these are the true local fifth or
signals.
o. 7, 15 February 1997
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B. Experimental setup

The 2D fifth order Raman response of CS2 was taken
with a 3.8 kHz regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser op
erating at 800 nm with a pulse width of 60 fs.24 As shown in
Fig. 2~b!, the precompensated beam was initially split int
three beams, which were timed to each other using two co
puter controlled stepper motors. These delays are the prim
time variables in the 2D experiment,t2 and t4. After these
delays two of the beams were split into pulse pairs, givin
five beams with approximately equal intensity in each. The
were focused in the geometry of Fig. 2~a! to a spot of 160
mm with a 20 cm lens. The beam 1 to beam 4 distance at t
lens was 18 mm. Timing was set by cross-correlation b
tween each pair of pulses in a 100mm KDP crystal. Cross-
correlation widths between the various pulses varied b
,5%, an effect of variable crossing angle between the va
ous pulses pairs. The polarization of the beam was set by
polarizer before splitting and was adjusted by zero-ord
half-wave waveplates in beams 1, 2, and 5. The linear pola

FIG. 2. ~A! The fifth order phase matching geometry, which represents t
cross section of the beams~1–5! and signal (S) in the direction of propa-
gation, resembles a baseball diamond.~B! Experimental diagram of the five
pulse generation. The two primary time variables,t2 and t4, are set after
splitting the primary beam into three. The pulse pairs are split afterward a
the timing set tot15t350. BS, beam splitter; C, beam splitter compensa
tion; P, polarizer;l/2, zero-order half-wave plate.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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ization of thej th beam is characterized by an angle of ro
tion wi from the polarization of beam 1. The sample w
multiply filtered ~0.2 mm! spectroscopic grade CS2 at room
temperature in a 1 mmpath length fused silica cuvette. Th
signal was detected with a Si photodiode and lock-in am
fier after passing through spatial filters and an analyzing
larizer. The polarizer is characterized by an angle of rotat
w6. The lock-in was referenced to a chopper at 220 Hz
beam 1. Thet2 delay was scanned as thet4 delay was
stepped, both in 10 fs steps. Threet2 scans were averaged fo
a givent4.

The power dependence of the fifth order signal on
total beam energy forRZYZZYZ taken without chopping is
shown in Fig. 3. The signal shows a fifth order power dep
dence over four decades in the signal; the deviation at
energies arises from scatter from stray third order sign
The threshold for continuum generation was 2.3mJ. Based
on this power dependence, the data were taken at a
energy of 1.3mJ, to maintain a ratio of signal to stray ligh
.200:1, yet at low enough power to avoid seventh ord
signals which are also phase matched along the fifth o
signal. For the tensor componentRZZZZZZ, the signal signifi-
cantly stronger. These data were taken at 1mJ with a ratio of
signal to stray light.400:1.

C. Interchange of time variables

The fifth order Raman signal exhibits symmetry to inte
change of pulse pairs. For the time variables defined in F
1~a!, the fifth order signalks52(k22k1)1(k42k3)1k5
corresponding to the tensor elementRhldgba is observed for
the caset2.0 andt4.0. In this case the pulse pairk1–k2
precedes the pulse pairk3–k4 . As the k3–k4 pulse pair is
swept tot2,0 the role of the pulses change, with the pul
pair k3–k4 preceding the pulse pairk1–k2 . In this case, the
fifth order signal ks52(k42k3)1(k22k1)1k5 , corre-
spondingRhlbadg , is observed. Since the probe pulse mu

e

d

FIG. 3. Power dependence of the fifth order signal on the total input ene
of the five pulses for the tensor elementRZYZZYZtaken att25150 fs;t450
fs. The line is a fifth order power dependence.
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follow both pulse pairs~t4.0! in order for the signal to be
observed, whenk3–k4 precedesk1–k2 ~t2,0!, signal is gen-
erated fort4.2t2. Thus the signal observed in the quadra
t2.0 andt4.0 must also be observed as a skewed mir
image fort4.0 andt21t4.0 if the polarizations of the two
pulse pairs are identical. This symmetry is pictured in F
4~a!. By using the definitions of the pulse separationsti in
terms of the physical delay line positionst i (t i5t i2t i22),
the data in Fig. 4~a! represented in terms of the pulse sep
rations can be represented in terms of the delay line posit
as shown in Fig. 4~b!. Recognizing these relationships allow
the fifth order signals for two tensor elements to be collec
simultaneously.

IV. RESULTS

A. Fifth order data

The fifth order Raman response from CS2 for RZZZZZZ,
the all-parallel polarization geometry~wi50! is displayed in
Fig. 5. This tensor element contains both isotropic and
isotropic contributions to the signal and contains similar d
namics to the polarized Raman spectrum.20 The signal ob-
served in thet2, t4.0 quadrant, away from the axes, is th
2D fifth order signal including the rephasing pathways. T
peak of this contribution~at t25t45100 fs! is ;12% of the
peak signal att25t450. This signal has distinct straight con
tours in the long time wings that decay much slower alo
the t2 dimension. A ridge is observed alongt45150 fs indi-
cating that the signal alongt4 rises fromt450 before decay-
ing. This delay corresponds to the maximum of the iner
rise of the nuclear signal in the third order experiment.
such ridge is observed alongt25150 fs. The signal displays
the symmetry to pulse pair interchange described in Fig
for the all-parallel polarization geometry the signal is a
observed in a skewed mirror image.

The strongest signal contributions occur along the ti
axes, and are due to hyperpolarizability contributions p
tured in Figs. 1~b!–1~d!. The sharp peak att25t450 arises

FIG. 4. Representation of the form of the fifth order signals in terms of
two time variables. If an areaQ defined by 0<t2,t4<T is to be observed,
the physical positions of the two delay linest2 andt4 must be scanned suc
that 0<t2<T and t2<t4<t21T. Since a fifth order signal exists for th
interchange of pulse pairs, a signalQ8 will also be observed for pulse
separations such that2T<t2<0 and2t2<t4<2t21T, or in the opposite
representation, such that 0<2t2 ,t4<T.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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from ~d!, the instantaneous fourth hyperpolarizability cont
bution present only at the overlap of all five pulses. T
strong signals along the time axest450 andt452t2.0 are
due to process~b!, polarizabilityaba excitation followed af-
ter delayt2 by a second hyperpolarizabilityghldg probing of
the coherence. For theRZZZZZZdata, the indices of the three
interactions are identical;a2h[Z. Along t250 process~c!
contributes, with agdgba excitation followed after delayt4
by a ahl probing. Since these hyperpolarizability contribu
tions are one-dimensional responses, the width of these
sponses along the opposite dimension are dictated by
instrument response. The small 0.03% ridge observed al
t252t4.0 arises from stray third order signal.

A number of slices out of the 2D data forRZZZZZZas a
function of t2 and t4 are shown in Fig. 6. The highest am
plitude slices, obtained by scanning witht250 or t450 are
the signals dominated by the hyperpolarizability contrib
tions. The response observed by scanningt2 along thet450
axis, process~b!, is identical in form to the 1D third order

e

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional fifth order temporal response of CS2 for the tensor
elementRZZZZZZ. The inset shows the high amplitude plot with contours
5% intervals. The main figure shows the intermolecular response tha
cludes rephasing pathways, expanded over the range of 0–5% in 0.0
contours.

FIG. 6. Semilog plot of one-dimensional slices out of theRZZZZZZ response
for CS2 shown in Fig. 5.
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signal forRZZZZ. The contribution alongt250, process~c!,
decays significantly faster than the third order data.

Slices alongt2 decay slowly with a long time exponen
tial tail dictated by the 0.8 ps component attributed to orie
tational diffusion.26 For any significantt4 delays, this signal
no longer shows the inertial rise associated with the th
order signal. Rather, it decays directly in a variable bi-
multiexponential manner with the tail given by the 0.8
diffusive decay. The inertial characteristics in thet2 decays
are only observed for the shortest values oft4, indicating
that this contribution is likely a contribution from the hig
amplitude hyperpolarizability process~b!.

Slices alongt4 show a sharp spike att450 due to pro-
cess~b!, followed by an inertial rise that peaks neart45150
fs, and then a rapid decay over.2 decades. There are varia
tions in the shape of the inertial rise for shortt2, but the form
of the decays fort2.500 fs is virtually identical. This is an
indicator that the dynamics are homogeneous on the di
sive time scale.

Figure 7 shows the fifth order Raman response ta
with the polarization condition w1,w3,w4,w550° and
w2,w6590°. In thet2,t4.0 quadrant this corresponds to th
fifth order tensor elementRZYZZYZ(5RYZZZYZ).

20 This ele-
ment has been shown to probe the purely anisotropic
sponse, and is thus most suited to compare with third or
OHD-RIKES experiments. Although a number of the cha
acteristics of theRZZZZZZ signal apply here also, there ar
several differences. The primary difference is that the sy
metry to pulse pair interchange does not hold for this ca
and the skewedt2,0 data measure the fifth order data f
RZYZYZZ(5RZYYZZZ). For comparison to the other data, th
tensor element is shown rescaled into the coordinatest2 and
t4 in Fig. 8. TheRZYZYZZelement contains an isotropic con
tribution to the signal along thet2 time variable.20 The long
time tails of both time variables for both of the tensor e
ments with crossed polarizations show exponential beha
that can be attributed to the orientational diffusion proce

FIG. 7. Two-dimensional fifth order temporal response of CS2 for the tensor
elementRZYZZYZ as a function oft2 and t4. ~Top! The high amplitude
contributions with contours in 5% of maximum intervals.~Bottom! Ex-
panded for the range 0–10% in 0.5% contours.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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This can be seen int4 slices for the tensor elementRZYZYZZ

in Fig. 8~b!. These data closely resemble theRZZYZYZdata
reported by Tominaga and Yoshihara.10–12

TheRZYZZYZsignal is dominated by the high amplitud
contribution alongt450, t2.0. This phenomenon is not un
derstood. Although this would correspond to the direction
the process~b! hyperpolarizability contribution, this proces
requires the zero-valuedgZZYZ tensor element, and therefor
is not allowed. The process~b! contribution to theRZYYZZZ

response derives from the nonzerogZYYZ tensor element, and
is observed at significantly lower amplitude. In light of th
fifth order power dependence, it is possible that the stro
contribution is due to heterodyning of the fifth order r
sponse off a strayRZYYZ third order signal. This would also
be strongly peaked aboutt450. The process~d! response at
t25t450 is significantly lower than in the all-parallel signa
This can be explained by the symmetry of thezhldgba tensor
which predicts that the amplitude of the crossed polarizat
responses should be a factor of 25 lower than the all-para
response.20

Although the t45150 fs ridge due to the inertial ris
observed in the all parallel response is also observed in
RZYZYZZresponse, it is not observed in the purely anisotro
RZYZZYZresponse. This is surprising, since it is expected t
those dynamics contributing to the third order anisotro

FIG. 8. ~A! Two dimensional fifth order temporal response of CS2 for the
tensor elementRZYYZZZ as a function oft2 and t4. Scaled for 0–33% of
maximum signal in 1% contours. This signal corresponds to thet2,0 con-
tributions in Fig. 6.~B! 1D slices out of theRZYYZZZresponse as a function
of t4.
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response will be observed in the fifth order anisotropic
sponse also. Although the strong unexplained signal con
bution alongt450 may partially obscure the true fifth orde
signal along thet2 axis, its t4 width appears to be puls
limited and narrow enough that a ridge should be discerni

The primary similarity between the three tensor comp
nents is their long time behavior. All show essentially t
same diffusive exponential dynamics and the same asym
try to the two time variables. The long time contours follo
essentially the same linear form, where the ratio of thet2
axis intercept to thet4 intercept is roughly 3. In thet2~t2!
dimension, the long time decay is always observed to be
exponential with a 0.8 ps time constant, while thet4~t4! de-
lays drop off significantly faster.

B. Simulations

The basis for modeling the fifth order data is the 1
intermolecular depolarized Raman spectrum for CS2, which
is shown along with the time domain representation in F
9~a!.26 The spectrum has been well characterized experim
tally on the basis of light scattering,27,28 stimulated gain
spectroscopy,29 and third order time-domain Raman or Ker
effect spectroscopies.25 The primary microscopic basis fo
understanding the linear depolarized Raman line shape
molecular dynamics simulations.30,31 In addition to single
molecule ~rotational! and collision-induced~many-body!
contributions to the line shape, these studies have ident
the importance of the cross-terms between these process
determining the spectrum. Recently instantaneous nor
mode analysis has been used to simulate the intermolec
spectrum, incorporating structural relaxation and quantu
corrected correlation functions, with qualitative success
reproducing experimental spectra.32 The best linear spectr
are based on time domain third order Raman data, wh
have demonstrated the existence of three dynamic t
scales in the intermolecular response.25,33At times.2 ps an
exponential decay with a time constant of;1.6 ps is ob-
served, which is attributed to the bulk diffusive orientation
relaxation. The short time dynamics show a strong iner
response that is Gaussian in form and damps within 500
The remaining dynamics~0.5–2 ps! are usually attributed an
intermediate—perhaps diffusive—component with a de
time of 0.4–0.5 ps. Although the depolarized spectrum
been studied the most, the polarized spectrum shows es
tially the same features, leading to the conclusion that
dynamics are essentially anisotropic in nature.34

For the simulations the dynamics are decomposed
sums of Gaussian and overdamped modes, which have c
plex correlation functions that obey the fluctuation dissip
tion theorem. We assume that the complex correlation fu
tion has Gaussian form at early time

Cga~ t !5Aga8 exp~2 1
2vga

2 t2!, ~11!

wherevga is the characteristic Gaussian decay frequency
Aga8 is an amplitude. The imaginary part of the correlati
function is obtained from the classical fluctuation-dissipat
theoremC9(t)52bĊ(t),
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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Cga9 ~ t !5Agat exp~2 1
2vga

2 t2!, ~12!

or in the frequency domain representation

Cga9 ~v!5A2pAga

v

vga
3 expS 2

v2

2vga
2 D . ~13!

This form has a virtually identical temporal profile at sho
times to another Gaussian form that is widely used35

Cga,sin9 ~ t !5exp~2 1
2vga

2 t2!sin~vt !, ~14!

FIG. 9. ~A! The normalized linear intermolecular Raman spectrum of C2

CN9 (v) ~dashed line! and fit ~solid! with a semilog inset of its time domain
equivalent,uCN9 (t)u

2. ~B! Decomposition ofCN9 (v) into the sum of a Gauss-
ian and two overdamped modes with the parameters given in Table I.
inset shows the time domain representation of the three modes,uCi9(t)u

2. ~C!
A decomposition ofCN9 (v) into the sum of 20 arbitrary modes varying from
underdamped to overdamped.
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sincev'vga . For the longer time components, we start w
the Brownian oscillator model36

Cbo9 ~ t !5
Ad

V
exp~2gt/2!sinh~Vt/2!. ~15!

Here the renormalized oscillator frequencyV 5 Ag2/42v2,
g is the damping constant andv is the oscillator frequency
For diffusive motions, we write Eq.~15! for overdamped
behavior~v,g/2! in terms of its characteristic rise and dec
times

Cd9~ t !5
Ad

2V
exp~2t/td!@12exp~2Vt !#, ~16!

where td52/(g2V). Equivalently, the frequency domai
expression is

Cd9~v!5Adtd
2 v

V F 1

11td
2v22

1

~11tdV!21td
2v2G . ~17!

As a starting point for the simulations, the intermolec
lar spectrum is decomposed into the three modes, one Ga
ian and two diffusive, similarly to many previous studies
CS2.

26 Three modes is the minimum number of oscillato
needed within the model presented above to properly re
duce the linear spectrum, which reflects the three dist
time scales in the CS2 intermolecular response. Figure 9~b!
shows that fit of the normalized spectrum,CN9 (v)
5 C9(v)/*dv C9(v), to the sum of a Gaussian and tw
overdamped components

CN9 ~v!5Cga9 ~v!1Cd,19 ~v!1Cd,29 ~v!. ~18!

The parameters for the fit are summarized in Table I. A
shown in Fig. 9~b! is the 1~D! time domain response
uCN9 (t)u

2 and the individual componentsuCi9(t)u
2. For the fit

the long time diffusive decay component was held fixed
the orientational relaxation time. As noted in Eq.~1!, any
decomposition is arbitrary in the sense that linear exp
ments can give no conclusive information for the basis
such a decomposition. Thus, no conclusive microscopic
terpretation of these modes is possible, but as this point
must be treated as fitting parameter. As a more complica
but no less justified alternative, we have also decompo
the spectrum into the sum of twenty arbitrary modes of
form of Eq. ~15! betweenv55 cm21 and 140 cm21 varying
from overdamped to underdamped@Fig. 9~c!#.

If the decompositions given in Fig. 9 are interpreted
arising from dynamics that are spatially varying, then t
fifth order response can be used to distinguish between t
cases. Microscopically, the case~A! in Fig. 9 is the homo-

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for the decomposition of the normalized C2

intermolecular spectrum into a Gaussian and two overdamped compo
given in Fig. 9~b!. The long time diffusive decay was held fixed at 1.65 p

Component A vga ~cm21! td ~ps! 1/V ~ps!

Inertial, Gaussian 6.07 35.9
Intermediate, Overdamped~1! 11.6 0.40 0.050
Diffusive, Overdamped~2! 8.53 1.65 0.070
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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geneous limit, where the observed linear spectrum of fl
tuations is equally representative of the dynamics at
points in the liquid. This corresponds to a continuum pictu
of the liquid. The cases~B! and ~C! in Fig. 9 imply that the
dynamics are spatially heterogeneous. There are region
the liquid that are completely diffusive, while other regio
show only inertial relaxation. Although these cases are
representative of the intuitive picture of a simple room te
perature liquid, they serve to demonstrate the effect on
fifth order response. On the basis of Eq.~5!, we can calculate
the fifth order response as the sum of responses from
individual modes

R~5!~t2 ,t4!5(
i
Ri

~5!~t2 ,t4!

5(
i
Ci9~t4!@Ci9~t2!1Ci9~t21t4!#, ~19!

wherei51, 3, and 20 for~A!, ~B! and~C!, respectively. The
fifth order signal intensityuR2D

~5!~t2,t4!u
2 for each of the de-

compositions in Fig. 9 are given in Fig. 10. Equation~19! is
equivalent to Eq.~5! in that they both state that the observ
signal is a sum of independent spatially local contribution

To allow better comparison of the 2D data to simu
tions, a modified experimental response was obtained
subtracting the process B hyperpolarizability contributi
~t450! from theRZZZZZZdata. The subtraction was done o
the square root of the intensity data by fitting a Gauss
profile with FWHMdt595 fs alongt4 for t250 to the fourth
hyperpolarizability contribution. The time dependence of t
hyperpolarizability contribution was taken as the fifth ord
response alongt450, I ZZZZZZ~t2,0!. The modified response
based on the observation from Eq.~5! that the 2D fifth order
response must be zero fort450, was then calculated as

IMOD~t2 ,t4!5$AI ZZZZZZ~t2 ,t4!2AI ZZZZZZ~t2,0!

3exp@24 ln~2!t4
2/dt2#%2. ~20!

The modified response is shown in Fig. 10. This meth
minimizes any interference effects that might be pres
where the hyperpolarizability and 2D contributions a
present simultaneously, att4'50 fs.

Although the highest amplitude components of the sim
lations are similar, the wings of the temporal response sh
high sensitivity to inhomogeneity in the intermolecular spe
tral density. In the homogeneous case, the temporal resp
is asymmetric, decaying more quickly alongt4 thant2, with
a pronounced ridge att25150 fs. The cases~B! and~C! are
marked by a symmetric response and a longer decay a
thet25t4 axis. This is the well-known characteristic of ech
formation. In the limit that the 1D spectrum is decompos
into a large number of narrow individual responses, a sha
peaked undamped echo ridge will be observed along
t25t4 axis.

5,8

Following the precedent of 2D NMR,37 the spectral rep-
resentation of the time domain response is also shown in
10. For the homogeneous case, the star shaped spectrum
fourfold symmetry shows similarities with the 2D Lorentzia

nts
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the modifiedRZZZZZZexperimental data,IMOD , to simulations of the fifth order Raman response,uR~5!~t2,t4!u2 based on the spectra
decompositions given in Fig. 9. The experimental contours are in intervals of 5% of the corrected signal att25t45150 fs. The frequency response in the ins
to ~A! and ~B! is the absolute value spectrum of the 2D Fourier transform ofR~5!. Contours for all simulations are given in 5%-of-maximum intervals.
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line shape. The addition of inhomogeneity leads to the bre
ing of the fourfold symmetry, as in all echo spectroscopi
In NMR, the time-domain representation usually consists
the superposition of several underdamped oscillatory
tures. In this case, the spectral representation is clearly
vorable, since these appear as narrow peaks. For overda
modes, such as those associated with intermolecular liq
dynamics, the choice of representation is not as clear. Fo
cases in Fig. 10, the time domain signal represents the
ferences better. Rigorously, the spectral response canno
obtained from this experiment, since this experiment m
sures the square modulus response. For the case of CS2 in-
termolecular modes, no significant phase information is
by this homodyne detection. Heterodyne detection of t
signal would allow determination of the true 2D spectrum
all cases.

It is also of interest to explore cases that might appro
mate a more realistic picture of the short time dynamics
liquids. In a simple liquid it is likely that the diffusive dy
namics are homogeneous, since this is a random proc
However, at short times the structure of the liquid is ess
tially fixed, and the inertial or librational single molecu
motions can be influenced by local structures. To appro
mate this form of dynamic inhomogeneity, the linear sp
trum is assumed to be composed of a distribution of lo
dynamics that are bimodal, similar to the analysis of Tom
naga and Yoshihara.12 The individual microscopic compo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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nents of the ensemble are assumed to be the sum of a G
ian and overdamped component

Ci9~ t,vga!5Cga9 ~ t,vga!1Cd9~ t !. ~21!

The overdamped decay variables are held constant as
pected for a homogeneous system, but the short time Ga
ian component is taken as the spatially variable dynamic
the effective decay time of the Gaussian component is
tributed about a mean valuev0, a proper distribution func-
tion will have the correct limiting behavior of zero amplitud
for vga50 and`. For instance a well behaved physical
realistic distribution is the modified Gaussian

A~vga!5exp@2~vga2v0!
2/2vgas

2#. ~22!

In order to find a closed form for the fifth order signal and
approximate the desired dynamics, we use a Gaussian d
bution function

A~vga!5exp@2~vga2v0!
2/2s2#. ~23!

SinceA~0!Þ0 for Eq.~23!, the Gaussian component for larg
s will have significant contributions on diffusive time scale
which in turn leads to nonexponential decays. For suc
distribution, the third order signal@Eq. ~3!# is given by the
sum over all possible components
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Rdist
~3!~t !5E

0

`

dvgaA~vga!Ci9~t,vga! ~24!

5sAp/2@AgatD19~t!1AdF1Cd9~t!#, ~25!

where

Dn9~ t !5Dn
21 exp~2nv0

2t2/2Dn
2!@11erf~nv0 /&sDn!#,

~26a!
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Fn5@11erf~Anv0 /&s!#/An , ~26b!

Dn5An1t2s2. ~26c!

In the same manner, Eq.~5! allows the fifth order signal to
be written as
Rdist
~5!~t2 ,t4!5E

0

`

dvgaA
2~vga!Ci9~t4 ,vga!@Ci9~t2 ,vga!1Ci9~t21t4 ,vga!# ~27!

5sAp/2SAd
2F2Cd9~t4!@Cd9~t2!1Cd9~t21t4!#1AgaAdH t4D29~t4!@Cd9~t2!1Cd9~t21t4!#

1Cd9~t4!@~t21t4!D29~t21t4!1t2D29~t2!#
J

1Aga
2 @~t4

21t2t4!D29~A2t4
21t2

212t2t4!1t2t4D29~At4
21t2

2!# D . ~28!
ree
stri-
ows

be-
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be-
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a
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Equation~28! shows that the fifth order response is made
of responses that are GaussianD9 and overdampedCd9 in
nature, in addition to cross terms. Since the Gaussian
sponses dominate the drop off of the cross terms, it is
amplitude of the Gaussian relative to the overdamped te
that plays a large role in determining the shape of the
response. The amplitude of theCd9 terms are in turn greatly
effected by the width of the Gaussian distribution, sin
broader distributions lead to larger overlap with the low f
quency diffusive frequencies.

Using a distribution function of the form of Eq.~23! to
fit the 1D CS2 response@Fig. 9~a!# sharply constrains the
values ofs~'11 cm21! andv0~'40 cm21!. This is in agree-
ment with the findings of Tominaga and Yoshihara that fo
Gaussian distribution underdamped modes given by Eq.~15!,
v0539.2 cm21 ands,13 cm21 ~2.5 ps21!.10,12To probe the
effect of variable distributions on the fifth order signal, t
1D response was fit with Eq.~25! for fixed values of the
diffusive rise time, 1/V, while varying the amplitudes of the
Gaussian and diffusive contributions. The diffusive dec
time was held fixed attd51.65 ps. The effect of varying 1/V
is to produce individual responsesCi9 that have varying be-
havior for times between the inertial and diffusive limits.
the top part of Fig. 11, the fits to the 1D data are shown
addition to the ensemble component at the center freque
Ci9(t,v0), for rise times of 1/V5150, 250, and 350 fs. Fi
parameters are summarized in Table II. For faster rise tim
the decay damps to diffusive behavior immediately follo
ing the Gaussian decay. For slower rise times, the ensem
components given by Eq.~21! show a dip or overshoot a
;500 fs in the response before recovering to the diffus
decay. This behavior can be described as oscillatory.
poor fit times.1000 fs result from the nonzero amplitud
for vga50 in the distribution function, Eq.~23!. Although
the fits to Eq.~25! are not exact, the behavior is adequate
demonstrate the fifth order response fort2,t4,1000 fs.
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The fifth order responseuR~5!~t2,t4!u
2, calculated with

Eq. ~28!, is shown in the bottom of Fig. 11. Although little
difference is seen in the third order response for the th
cases, the fifth order response varies greatly. For the di
bution of least oscillatory components, the response sh
very distinct ridges alongt2,t45150 fs and is highly concave
in shape along the diagonal. As the ensemble elements
come more oscillatory, the response along the ridges narr
considerably and the shape of the long time contours
comes increasingly straight. The intermediate case withV
5250 fs resembles the experimental data best, howeve
distinct ridge is still observed alongt25150 fs, which is not
present in the data.

In addition to simulations with the analytic formula,
number of numerical simulations were made to match the
Raman spectrum more precisely over all times. As is evid
from the fits in Fig. 11, a distribution of responses on t
inertial time scale is not adequate to fully reproduce both
ultrafast and intermediate dynamics in the 1D response w
out influencing the diffusive decay. As seen in the inset
Fig. 9~b!, the long time exponential decay is not observ
until .2 ps. Shown in Fig. 12 are two cases that address
intermediate time scales more exactly with two possible
terpretations.

The simulations in Fig. 11 suggest that the degree
oscillation on the individual responsesCi9(t) can greatly ef-
fect the fifth order response. To model the possibility that
intermediate time scale is composed of oscillations on lon
time scales, the individual responses are assumed to be
sum of two Gaussian and one overdamped component,

Ci9~ t,vga,1 ,vga,2!5Cga,19 ~ t,vga,1!1Cga,29 ~ t,vga,2!

1Cd9~ t !. ~29!

Distributions of Gaussian decay frequenciesvga,1 andvga,2
are used to represent dynamics on the inertial and inter
o. 7, 15 February 1997
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FIG. 11. Simulations of a Gaussian distribution of bimodal dynamics as discussed in text. Above, the fit~solid line! of the distribution to the third order
response~dashed line! is shown on a semilog plot. Also, the center component of the distribution,Ci9(t,v0), is shown decomposed into its Gaussian a
overdamped terms to emphasize the intermediate behavior. The fifth order simulations are given below for three distributions, with contours
maximum intervals. The labels~A!–~C! correspond to the fit parameters given in Table II.
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diate time scales by distributing the responses accordin
Eq. ~22! about mean frequenciesv0,1538 cm21 andv0,2513
cm21 with widthss155.7 cm21 ands252.6 cm21. The fre-
quencies of the two Gaussian components are taken t
linearly correlated by

~vga,22v0,2!5~s2 /s1!~vga,12v0,1!. ~30!

The third and fifth order Raman responses follow from E
~3! and ~5!. As with the previous simulations, the 2D fift
order response was calculated on the basis of a fit to the
order response. Both the fit and simulation were calcula
as a sum of responses withinvga2v0563s in steps of 0.1s.
The fit to the third order response, shown in Fig. 12~a!, dem-

TABLE II. Fitting parameters for the decomposition of the 1D CS2 inter-
molecular response to a Gaussian distribution of Gaussian-plus-overda
responses. The rise time of the overdamped oscillator~1/V! was held con-
stant for a given distribution, and the long time decay was held constan
all fits at td51.65 ps.

1/V ~ps! Aga Ad v0 ~cm21! s ~cm21!

~A! 0.15 7.48 1.69 40.3 10.7
~B! 0.25 8.06 0.95 40.2 11.5
~C! 0.35 8.17 0.71 39.7 11.5
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onstrates that this distribution accurately reproduces the
namics over all time scales. For this case, the oscillation
Ci9(t) exist for times up to 2 ps before damping. The cor
sponding fifth order response is remarkably similar to
initial homogeneous case.

For the case that both the intermediate and long ti
diffusive dynamics are spatially homogeneous but the in
tial time scales are not, we can use a distribution of dynam
in which the individual responsesCi9(t) are described by Eq
~18!. The two overdamped components are taken to be c
stant, and the Gaussian is varied. Since the distribution fu
tions used above restrict the variety of frequency com
nents to the inertial behavior, a broader distribution
calculated by summing over ten arbitrarily chosenvga be-
tween 10 cm21 and 55 cm21. The amplitudes of these com
ponents are varied to fit the third order response@Fig. 12~b!#.
The corresponding fifth order response shown in Fig. 12
calculated from Eq.~19!.

A number of additional simulations were performed n
merically with varying short time decays and distributio
functions, which all lead to excellent fits of the third ord
data. Although the long time contours vary, the gene
trends in the shape of thet2,t45150 fs ridges and the cur
vature of the long time contours is the same when vary
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the number of modes or degree of oscillation for times,700
fs. None of these simulations were able to suppress the r
along t25150 fs to the extent observed in the experime
without suppressing the ridge along thet45150 fs time di-
mension also.

V. DISCUSSION

The experimental data in Fig. 10 have distinct simila
ties to the simulation of a purely homogeneous line sha
This case reflects the asymmetric character of the data b
and reproduces the pronounced ridge alongt45150 fs with
approximately the correct contours. However, a pronoun
ridge alongt25150 is also predicted which is not observ
in the data. When the linear spectrum is decomposed into
sum of a number of energetically distinct modes the dest
tive interferences lead to a signal that clearly does not
semble the experimental results. As predicted intuitively, t
suggests that the intermolecular dynamics must be thoug
as the continuous evolution of dynamic phenomena.
points of the sample have a local spectral density that
both ultrafast and diffusive components.

The use of a distribution of fast Gaussian dynamics le
to the suppression of thet25150 fs ridge observed in th
data. Although this also reduces the ridge amplitude in
opposite dimension also, this is an indication that inhomo
neity in the sample is present at short times, as expe

FIG. 12. ~A! A fit ~solid line! to the 1D CS2 response~dashed line! using a
distribution of responses composed of two Gaussian and one overda
component, as described in the text. The dotted line shows the long
~.2 ps! exponential behavior. This simulation is used to represent the
termediate time scale dynamics as a distribution of damped oscillati
Five representative elements of the distribution@Eq. ~29!# at vga2v0

50s, 61s, 62s are shown. Below is the corresponding simulation of t
fifth order Raman responseuR~5!~t2,t4!u2. ~B! A decomposition of the linear
spectrum into a sum of ten individual responses that are each a su
Gaussian and two overdamped modes. The response of the overda
modes is kept constant to match the long time 1D dynamics, but the Ga
ian component has variable amplitude and frequency. The individual co
butions are shown above, and the corresponding fifth order response
low.
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intuitively. If the magnitude of suppression of thet25150 fs
ridge is taken as a measure of the time scale over which l
structure, librational motion, or ‘‘memory’’ persists in CS2,
the period would be.300 fs.

The simulations presented above using distributio
have addressed the question of the presence of spatial
erogeneity at short time in the liquid dynamics. Using t
common picture that the shortest times in liquid dynam
are associated with distinct solvent configurations prior
structural evolution, it is expected that varied local perturb
tions will cause a distribution in the inertial dynamics. Th
simulations have postulated a number of simple microsco
responsesCi9 that mimic this picture, by varying distribution
widths and oscillatory behavior of the fast dynamics. The
simulations demonstrate that a wider distribution of dyna
ics exists at shorter times~particularly,300 fs!, and these
microscopic responses probably show minor oscillations
are damped in,700 fs. It seems clear that the dynamics
CS2 are also spatially homogeneous for time periods lon
than this.

Although distinct similarities exist, none of the simula
tions tried in this work are able to reproduce all features
the experimental data. It is likely that these problems are
to the theory used to derive Eq.~5!, although the presen
description of the liquid response may be questionable.
strong ridge alongt45150 fs and the asymmetry of the da
about the diagonal requires that the individual microsco
responses have significant amplitude across the entire r
of the linear spectrum, or likewise that they have both in
tial and diffusive character. For any distribution of spect
contributions that is chosen as a basis for representing
same 1D response that satisfies this requirement, the 2D
sponse@Eq. ~5!# predicts that the inertial rise observed in th
1D experiment will also be observed in both time variab
in the 2D experiment, although with varying amplitude. I
homogeneity at short times suppresses the ridge in both
dimensions, as observed in Fig. 11. The data, howe
shows a pronounced ridge only along thet2 time variable,
and no evidence of such behavior in thet4 variable. This is a
feature that cannot be resolved within the present interpr
tion of the signal. Observations to this effect have also b
made by Steffen and Duppen.13

A problem with the current theories of the fifth orde
nonlinear polarization is that they have thus far relied on
traditional description of a vibrational line shape as an
semble of energetically distributed oscillators. These tend
be single-molecule high-frequency underdamped mod
Within such a formalism it is difficult to represent a realist
description of the liquid dynamics contributing to the inte
molecular Raman line shape. These dynamics vary from
short-time inertial motions of single molecules within an e
sentially fixed local structure, through the librational dyna
ics and cage fluctuations, to the long-time solvent shell
change and random diffusive dynamics. Molecular dynam
simulations have shown the significant effect of both sin
molecule and many-body dynamics on the polarizabili
The contributions of rotational and translational dynami
and translational-rotational couplings to the polarizabil
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correlation functions can all be significant, and can interf
destructively with one another.30,31,38This makes it clear tha
the primary difficulty in describing the ultrafast optical r
sponse of the liquid within the present level of the theory
the spatial and temporal variation of the motion coordina
To this point solvation dynamics have only been discusse
terms of the ensemble-averaged temporal response, ma
no distinction in the microscopic spatial composition of t
dynamics. This technique amounts to fitting the profile of
liquid spectral density.

Assigning distinct modes to regions of the intermolec
lar spectrum is a simplification in which we attempt to gro
particular dynamics. The modes we assign in decomposit
such as those in the simulations do not necessarily ha
molecular basis, but rather are an attempt to observe
composition of the ensemble. To justify a molecular und
standing requires a model that makes distinctions to the
fects of particular liquid dynamics on the spectroscopic
servables. This should be a primary goal of realistica
modeling the fifth order optical response.

The approach used in interpreting Eq.~5! also makes no
particular distinctions between the isotropic and anisotro
contributions to the signal. The linear spectrum, wh
shows little dependence on polarization in CS2,

34must be the
starting point for modeling the fifth order data. Within th
framework of Eq.~5!, an essentially identical response
expected for all fifth order tensor elements, which is n
consistent with the data presented here. This suggests th
appropriate theory must also explicitly consider the orien
tional dependencies of more isotropic short-time libratio
behavior followed by or evolving into an anisotropic orie
tational relaxation. In principle this could be done by co
bining the isotropic theory@Eq. ~5!# with the dependence o
the fifth order signal on orientational dynamics.20

Although the treatment of the fifth order signal and li
uid dynamics needs refining, the results above make it c
that the fifth order experiments are sensitive to microsco
spatial variations the intermolecular spectral density. Mu
of the power in interpreting the microscopic liquid dynami
simply is the full two-dimensional observable, which allow
small variations in the temporal dynamics to be observ
Within the requirements for improvement in the descripti
of the experiment given above, there are clear indicati
that this technique can help lead to a broader understan
of the low frequency motions in condensed phases. In p
ticular, complex systems such as water, polymers, prote
and supercooled liquids, which have a broad range of in
and intermolecular motions, often amalgamated with e
other, would be better understood if probed in a man
which can discriminate between microscopic dynami
These are systems where the averaged motions are intr
to the properties of the sample, and yet hide the molec
understanding from 1D probes. When the analogies are
tended to the powerful techniques of 2D NMR fifth ord
experiments could likewise improve the understanding
couplings between particular coordinates in these syste
leading to simultaneous structural and dynamic informati
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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